Fall in Oregon,

September 4, 2013

After being away from the Pacific NW for 7 years, watching leaves
turn color is not the only thing I am looking forward to. I have a
teaching position☺
☺! PTL!
An adjunct (part time) opportunity at George Fox University opened
up last month. I also received an invitation to organize an English
conversation corner there, too. PTL!! The hours are not yet fixed,
but will know more after I meet the students this Friday and set up
the English Corner. Please remember me EXTRA special.
Once I get the GFU situation established I am hoping to contact
other universities and see if I can also start new English Corners on their campuses. Soo glad HE is in
control and doors are starting to open. Bless you for pr@ying!
The Charbonneau house is still not finished, but having four GFU
Freshman Chinese gals overnight for 9 days definitely motivated
me to get new beds and bedding, as well as various pieces of
furniture in every room! I still have painting, papering and more
electrical that needs to be finished, but I am certainly much closer
than three weeks ago.☺ I even found time to take the gals to
Silver Creek Falls and Salem. Sooo we had fun along the way.

It was also a joy to have other
company/neighbors often for a
meal or just a visit. This is
such a fun house to share and a
lovely neighborhood. I am richly
blessed in many ways. We never
can OUTGIVE our blessed
Savior.

I have yet to met the Chinese teacher who has come to work in Wilsonville. That is on the docket and
Lord willing, I will have something new to share Next time.
My little ole Subaru, having failed DEQ the first time, is now approved to move legally though the Tricounty area. What a relief to also have that behind me! PTL!
I also found time to
attend a lovely Manzanita
friend’s wedding near
Silverton. It was a joy to
see many special people
from the coast. It feels
like it has been too long.

Soo until next time…I am
adding a few photos and sending it all to Alice, who hopefully is off her crutches and feeling much
better. Bless her for her love and gifted service.
As the leaves turn to gold and red this fall, may your lives reflect HIS glory and beauty in every way.
Until next month…if not sooner☺
Walking together in HIS SONlight
Bonnie Butterfly
7785 SE Fairway Dr.
Wilsonville, OR 97070
(new caption phone) 503 694 8288

